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COrrerrtly there exists considerable dissatsifaction with the operation

of the New-York City school system, Ihis-dissatisfactionar-i-ses- -from a.

number of related observations and impressions Akout- theschool,s-ys-teM.:

First, there' is;the undisputed increase ip the cost of operating, the schhol

systeM. Even after allowing for inflation, the cost per stehtetiOf education

has risen ,dramatically during the _past decade and a- calf. This cost increase

has resulted. friom bothchanging the operating patterns of the system--reduced

class sizes, increased administrative activities, etc.--and increases in the

relative pay of school personnel. Second, these Cost increases by themselves

might not be reason for dissatisfaction or alarm were it not for an increasingly

common impression that the quality of education has stagnated. This latter

observation tends to be more impressfonistic than the observation about cost

increases. Nevertheless it certainly contributes to dissatisfaction with

the system,. Thirdly, there appears to be continued and perhaps growing' concern

about the distribution of educational services. Not only is there little

quality has improved, but-also there is evidence that

student population are not, being well,served by the

is considerable casual evidence ihat the system tends

evidence that aggregate

certain segments of the

iystem. Finally, there

to be, rigid and has

making apparattg- of

little capacity for change. The administrative and decision-

the .System appears to inhibit alterations in the operation

-of the system, making it unresponsive to changing demands, changing economic

factors,- and innovation possibilities. This system seems'on the whole to be

easy prey for special interests although it cannot _serve them to their



-i-
s

,satisfadtion and sUdceed-in its educational mission at the same time

This situation has led to a wide variety of suggested changes and refprm .

IL ;

both from educational sources and the client cOmmunities.: Unfortunately,

.even If we af-e'willing to acceptvaS factual the CasuO observations about
. .

- ,

theproblems with the schOOl sygtem, or make easy inferences from the'avaiT

. . . ..- .- ., . ,, : /

able data, ire cannot easily conclude that the suggested ,:reforms are'aPPro.-/

priate. T.16 be somewhat. these proposals seem: basedUpOnJhe undeTc

, ;-
sat; - -

.

Tying premiol that -"any changes we make 'in the systeM will imprOve At

J4.4.,--Very least,,',7the suggested, reforMs seldom' docalent-the analysis or spell

out the logic that underlies them. This agenda tries to organize ways of

thinking about reforms. In particular, it disdusses the issues'that must be

addressed both'in evaluating the performance of the current systemand in
11

..

evaluating the efficacy of alternatives. Part I outlines general areas of

inquiry 1hat are fundamental to economic studies of education. Part II,-

contains more specific subject areas related to the institutional and organiza-

tional arrangements prevailing in New York City. The individual sections

include both general discussion and an indication of fhe'specific topics that

seem important given the-range of reforms c ently under consideration apd

thetaw directions that economic analysis suggests.

Part I ,, General Issues

Specifying Objectives
,

Itmayseemobviousthatanyevalation of the current system or proposed

reforms must include a statemelq4of the objectives of the school systemT!

some part of the system.' However, as obvious/as this seems, this, step is

often left out, or. at least taken in a manner which is-not operationally

useful.



The key requIrement is that,objectives or goals, of a given reform be

stated in a way that permits evaluation. Simply stating that a given reform

should improve the educatipn of students (or, conversely, that it should

reduce Costs) isnotuseful since, without more detail, it 'generally defies

evalUation.

A seeond aspect of specifying goals is that they should relate to out-

canes of the educational'proces. Veri often'when goals are stated, they

refer to aspectof the educational,process'Attelf.. Fo example stating

that the,goal Of a refOrm is'to reduce clags size fOr a cer-tenssegment of

1

the population is

lower class sizes

characteristics.

We generally

not very useful° unless we know with some certainty that

are directly related to the learning of students With these
r4 '

believe that education affects the abilities of students

and that these effects

perform later in fife.

earnings' capacity, or

will have an,impact,on the ability of students to ),
. m :

/

L - -

The most important later effect probably:relates to

the, ability of the ttUdent toperfOrm in:.the labor market.

However, other effects--such as the socialization of stuplents, development of

1

Moral values, attitudes toward racial and ethnic intergration, etc.--are alsb

, seen as goals of the school system. But, there are'fewstudies which actually.

relate. performance in schools or attributes of the schooling system

sequent performance. Instead( there are a number of studies which consider

the observable differences in students while they are in school. For example,

one of the most commonly used measures is performance on.sfamiardized.tes'ts.

It is generally presumed that test performance is correlated with future out

comes, although there is ,actually little documentation of this,.

fOo issues are important here. First, simply because an achievement
,

meagure-i! available does not Mean-that it is a particularlk good measure of
S

an educat onal, outcome. More thought and imagination is needed,in the



sOecification of the right"'measures o`Froutco les Second., evep if such
4 ic

indices as test performande ate generally!useful, they may noVneasurekout-

..,Comes well for all possible program.i or policies., .Ute of standardized test,s..".

0,1

might be wholly appropriate-f9r consideration',of compensatory reading pro-
.4 9

grams but inappropre for considering alternative music programS and

I'irrelevaiit /tor examining the impact of education on values, and mores.

,,,

. An important pint about the goals and the measurement of student per-
,

formance is that there is a- range of objectives, which are, in some way, com-:
.

=

..?
,

,

petitive rather than complementary. There is no single,goal. Programs

designed to improve education in one dimension' (say the arts)'may affect out -

comes in another dimension (say ,reading ability). Therefore, it is important

that the relationship between goals in one program al-ea afly1 others be ,con-
,

sideeed. It may be plausible to think that substitutihn/,one actiyity for
Tr

another in a school day of given length one ves gains 'and losses.

(This does not have to be the case; perhaps, reading, kills are enhanced, by

working more in a particular interest area.) The/ nteraction of policy

proposals and the normal activities of schools ust t(e explicitly addressed,

and, if .there are trade-offs involved some nsiaerati on mustb-e,given to

the acceptable range of traderoffs
J

To summarize, as a first step :development of policy proposals,

'omeeffort must be made to describe
,'ome detail) the goals of the -suggested

-

program and. to indicate how they re V to the goals of other programs. (At.

the same time, it is necessary to velop ways of evalUating per

1L'e., indicating how outcomes m t be measured.. These outcomes should'

(.Of student performance not in terms,of,process-
generally be expressed in ter

type changes.

Some immediate analyt* tasks to be considered are:

Specify concretely antify whdre possible) the goals'kbehin&-purrent



PEA programs:agithe current programs to which they are related;...

2) SpecifY 'the ,goals and performance measures currently used' in, evalp ti g
1.

existing; school- system) programs;

Develop a. means' for relating' the measures of success .currently, employed

- .

(suchas standardized-tests or Ipetter altendance rates) to perfor ance

'after leaving, the public school, system.

certain \how objectives might differ among the various segments' of the

school tsystemiand subsets of. the school poPulation.

0
r '

PrOctuttiati RelatiOnthi

MOst policy alterna ,are phrased in terms of changes in the educational

proceS.-S. EalUatingthe efficacy ,of these policy-changes involv'es observing

the effect of the chings, on perforMance measures. For some policy proposals--

thoSe whioh re resent totally different, ways of organizing. the' educational

proCess-it is not possible to know the potential effects, b orehand. However,

r I

a vast number of policy problems represent 114,ntihuations or expansiol?s of

current In these cases it,woul'd be possible to proOde prior

'`information... about the likely effects. For concreteness, consider a policy
,

which would insure teacheY aides in all elementary classrooms. We currently

have considerable experience with the use of teacher aides,, andit would be

vossible to analyze the potential effets prior to. implementing such a policy

change. Sin 1 arly,-we -already _have considerable7.experience with different

=teacher /pupil ratios. The past #xperience can be analyzed to gain some insights...

:into pOtentfal

ten policies are proposed withoutfullyexploiting available informa-
.

fon abput their potential effects. Part of thtS 'can, be explained by imperfect

specification or measurement of, the objectives of theioollp lloweVer, part

can-be explained.by the difficul .of the task. While we Often observe



of"

situations which nilihfbe relevant to policy consideration, the situations

do not rqpresent planned experiments. Instead they ace the result of the

plormal operation of the school system, and they take place wiWn

of` different contexts. Inparttcular, the tudents having one "treatment"

ate often nbfrandoil and. there, are often other "treatments" going on simul-

taneously. For example, the-schools with low pupil-teacher ratios may be

(

Ahose which- have had lbw studeritperformance In the past or may be "disadvant-

aged" schools. Are differences in performance among schools the result 9f
.

differentpupil-teacher ratios,-or do they arise from differencesin

stucts backgrounds, motivations, or abilities?

This. type of issue obviously arises in a wide isange-of citpmstancesk

The effect of different student mixes, different types of teacheis, different'

'

teacher intensities,' etc. are not easy to disCern since it is difficult to
t,

.
.

Took at one factor without considering 'others. In-fact,. a-number of studies

of "educational production functions" have.-been conducted in an attempt to

sort out the various influences on student v,
ix

. The direct applic:

conducted an veryability to -New York City of results-from these studi

different school systems. and in very different situations, is questionable.-

However, the approach and methodology (generally Multivariatp:statistical

analysis) is useful, Furthermore; it should be hated. that much .of the informa-

tion needed tondo such analyses is regularly compiled for the System.. Fbr

-example,.the school system-regularly produsces school profiles. These

in tilled form and computer readabftfaM for.the pastIoUrschOOLyearS..

ormation contained within these could, be used to address a variety

of questions. For example, are there apparent gains from changing the class

size of schools? Dees more community. interest affect performance after allow-
,

ing for other differences among school's? Do general schools produce more or/
,

less performante than special schools?



The essential point is that many peliCy peoposals are simpl extensions

of current operating procedyres and, to the extent this is the c e, some

effort should, be devoted to analyzing the current operation. S ch analyses

are often possible with the data currently collected.

For situations which do not represent extensions of current programs

and which have not generated observations about effectiveness), a key

element, of a policy proposal should be an evaluation iCheme. That is, some

4fort should be made to ascertaia the impact if the policy, is adopted,. ..This

might include structuring the introduction of a.policy in an experimental way,

i.e., controlling its introduction so as to provide evaluation data. It might

. also include the requirement of new data which would make evaluation feasible.

Alternative Delivery Systems

The choice between alternative ways of Providing education is not'solely,

av

afunction of the impadt different programson student

choices shA ld also relate to the costs of the-various alterntte

,---

In general we have little hope of addressing the-ecOmomics;go her'

school as it stands. The immediate question that arises in such' an endeavdr

is "relative to what?" The best we can,hope to do is consider the relative

merits of various alternatives. To be specific,.tv can generalli choose

differentbetween two options which prod4e the same student-outcomes At f

costs; or between two options which cost the same but produce two different

levels of outputs. However, without sOmevlterhative in mind we c t

'generally say the current system is doing well or doing poorly oe

or not,.

For analytical purposes, it is useful to divide proposals into two

categories: cost-saving and output expanding. This is somewhat.imphcise

, ,

but the notions behind them are straightforward. The first category includes



proposals Which would prdvide the saMO,OutpUt-mi)6t/lOwer.:cott, w6il.e the

Second category includes 15OlicY, changes which increase student outcomes' at _

the 96 me cost as current programs.

Proposals/often conside jut cos s without regard to

just outcomes tyrithout /regard to .costs), he essentia;kgpoint here

t costs and outcomes mutt be jointly considere or example, cans to

expand the defihition of s"chools to include ott4r:comMuntty agencies, (,such. as
4

art museums or community recreational activities) might improve educational

..-outcomes but probablrcost mot-e than current :OpertiOnS:: 'COntideration' of

'these policies must take into account 'what the sch0Cii tyttem could do with

the additional funds that would be needed for suc k a 'total learning" 'plan.

One difficult assessment problem arises when policy alternatives imply

a different distribution of outcomes. Some policy *ions increase the learn-
(I A -

ing of certain. students but decrease the learning of others. For example,a

policy Whieh re-shuffled teachers (for example, put the "best" teachers with

the most olisidVantaged students) would simply some win and some los,e. There

)

is no way to assess the merits of this,without introducing certain moral Or

political values--#klues'about which legitimate differences of opinion might

exist. In other words, poftcy decisions eof this ;sort, are not analytical ones

but political ones. (The analytical task in hips situation is to delineate

clearly haracter and magnitude of the distributional impacts.).earlYfthe

Proposals to. expand the definition of schools to in lude, other agencies .7

and community inputs are very relevant in considering a ternative delivery,

systems. As pointed out by the'PEA, there is the possibility of susinl com-

munity inputs--probably lower cost than if purchased by, the school system

on its own. This concept of educational "networks" deserve! analysis in its

own right. In the past, Ahe school :system has probably defined Its rb14 and

scope of operations in too limited a It would be very valuable to

4

9
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.3..
analyze the costs and impacts of including other ComMunity resourdes

: / , , . /
edutational system.

Finaly,. analyses of delivery, sy tent have geherally been cOnduCted.;*

a. Very partial manner. For example, 'alternative ways of providing "CO

education have been-evaluated against each ,other. However; the' impaCt Of.

,compensatorY education system

I

dot restricted to disadvarctaged stOlent

but ,often impacts. "regular,' students. No where is this as obVioirs;O:tiii the

area of sPecial education.

number of requirements for

The new law on handicapped education

the treatment of the handicapped. Wo4ever

may have important impacts on other "regular" students. Firtt,, the financial
S.-

requirerr(ents may lessen the resources available to otherstUdents, 'in aS,muctit,

.
as Federal and state ,funding are unlikely to cover 'the total costs if meti.ng

.- ..

9,61. i* '

. ,

the reqUiremehts of the law. Second, the proyisions f r..: ains eamlng Tay
.4..-:°,-. . -- , ,.!,.,

affect the education orriinhandicapped students in the, s e ,cT'assei . (Here

aiaini there may' be both positive' effects, such as improecatti.tu , rid>

negative effects, s ugh at decreased academi performnce)::11e_i errelation-
,

ship between changes for'special, education and the restrofitheSYSte

immediate and intensive consideration. Careful anAlysis couTChavela great

impact in examining similar issues of the interactions between programs 'in
.

other areas.

.4kk

Revealing Demand

One implication of the heterogeneity of educational outputs is the need,

-to know the demands for i ts various components. The schbol:. system is `;designed

to provide a set of general outcomes. (basic reading skills,. etc.)` and a set

of more slecific outcomes (vocational training, the arts, etc.).

different aspects are balanced against each other is :4difficul

'questibn, particular,' how much of a role:should the .consumers have and..

.how much should be simply dicta rd by the school .system? iFurther, tb the

r 1



extent that individual consumers,-shoUld have-4 :"OgrifftOant,,rb

processes Albuld be used to ncover'their demands ?'

One argument for community invOlVeMent 11 s to:AIS6OVer tyeMandS for

different types of services. '(This is cleS0ynot the only argument 'fir

community control. Other argumnts include 'the development of more account

ability in the system and mobilization of community inputs to aid theschool

system). There are:also other ways in-which demand information is sought.

Specialized Schools such as Bropx Science or the Maritime School) have formal

application and admission systems. The Edudtion for Alf)Handicap'ped At

mandates certain procedures for finding out demands for speciOizedservices.

Several nalytical question arise in this area.. First, it woald'be

extremely useful to evaluate the demand information that islcurrenpy generated.

For example do schools that have strong community representation end to

operate differently than those which do not have such involveMent? WIAt is

the chiractor of, the demand for specialized schools? 14as this demand been

changing? What kinds of students tend to apply to special schools? Is there'

excess demand for available services? Second, it would

.44 posstIrriss alternative systems of demand revelation. For

be useful.to evaluate
.

example, could free.

transfers :1)e expanded? Could educational vouchers,beAntroduced even ,within

ust the publib system?

Inpartorf,the questions of consumer involvement revolVe.around.issues

o.f information and consumer choice. One argument against ciOzen
/

into the educational process is that consumers either do. At have

information to make proper choices or they are not good at making

input

enough

Such c oices.

Itruldbe possible to analyze the quality of 'the information available ,to

diOerent con9fters. At the same. tjule, one could consider what information

the School Sys em should routinejy Supply to its clients. For example,

should schoo s bg required. to prpt4e test score information or information



.about the attributes of teachers and4rograms in .individual schools?

/Oh

. Sorting and Placement

Polity 'questions about the organization of the schools and about the

range of opsti s offered within the schools,often involve decision rures

about the placement of both students and school personnel (teachers, adminis-

tratorss and other staff). In fact perhaps the most importapt decisions,

given the current operations of the school system, are the plabement decisions.

The,placement of teachers has been the sub ect of Apept Civil Ughts Commissior

challenges to the school system. The, plac ment of students is one of the

,)
major concerns of the new handicapped studg act. P

IP .

..-

. .
The concern over both student and.staff p

4

lacement as undoubtedly .guided
\ '

by general beliefs- about the ,educational effects; in other words, a general
i

..

it:. '': 4

belief about certain aspects:-Of: the production. function an: elementary and:.
;If

,

secondary education. However,:the distussion Is never- very precise, pattly

be-cause information about the Production procest is lacking.

The linkage between assignment rules currently used and educational

outcomes is an interesting and important area of investigation./ (Simply

cOMpiling the various assignment ruleS wotld in itself be quite useful.) An

analytical effort which could sensibly be related to tiris would be the con- ,

sideration of alternative assignment rules. This 'could be done in tho Ways.

/ .

First, it would be possible to simulate the effects of alternative rules

(such as the random assignitient of teachers). Al ternatively,.one,could

attempt to derive optimal rules?Lto be used in achieving different results.

For exp.iple, how should teachers be allocated to maximize performance on

standardized tests, sullject to current spending levels?. Or what should be

the, location of siecralized schools.to minimize they cqmmtiting distance o-Fi

students? Should specialized p;-o r be condicte at centralized locations`



.about the attributes of teachers an 4ograms in individual schools?.
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Sorting,and Placement

Policy questions about the organization of the schools and about the

range of optidris offered withi.n the schools,often involve decision rules

,) about the placem4i of both stunts and school personnel (teachers adminis-

tratorss and other staff). In fact, perhags the most importaInt decisions,

given the current operations of the school system, are the plabement decisions.

The,placement of teachers has been the sub ect of Apent Civil Rights Commission
F

.0

challenges to the school system.. The/ p3ac ment of students .is one of the
_,

.

major concerns of the new handicapped stu,1de act.ct.
T

*.

The concern over both student and staff placement 'is undoubtedly guided
1`

by general beliefs- about the educational effects; in other words, a. general

.

belief about certain aspects of the production function in elementary and- .

secondary education. However, the discussion is ,never- very precise, pahtly

betause information about the Production procets is lacking.

The linkage between assignment
,

rules currently used and educational

outcomes is an interesting and important area of investigation. (Simply
Ak

cdmpiligg the various assignment rules wotld in itself be quite useful.) .An

analytical effort which could sensibly be 'related to this would be the con-
- .

I .

sideration of alternative assignment rules. This 'could be done in two W.ays.

First, it would be possible to simulate the effects of alternative rules
fa,

(such as the random assignMent of teachers). Al ternatively,.one,could

attempt to derive .optimal rullito be used i n achieving different results.

For eiaTple; how'should teachers be allocated, to maximize Pe;formance on

standardized tests, sullject to current spending levels?. Or what should be

location of specialized, schools, to minimize the` commuting distance of

students? Should specialized oi-ogramil be condicte -at centralized locations
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or in a s i6 of smalle more local 'locations?

The is ues here a e really concerned with the overklish_strutture of the-
(

school system an h lytical approaches in part assume information about

the preceding issues. .Give information abok cost suction possibilitiet,

and demandst it-would be pos ible to develop place ent rules which improved
((- -

upon the organization of the system. With sufficiently detailed information,

a variety of optimization techniques could be used both to calculite the best

opossible rules and to estimate the.ral costs oft current mode of operation.

tom historical analysis would be helpful here. Without hard analysis,

it is easy to assign Ahe blame for the current situation in public education

in- N ork tot any convenient cause.E A study that sorts out the facts, with

appropriate cress- sectional comparison with other cities, seems essential,

The first s ep in this is ,to indicate how good the New York'-system was

before, at some base point ip time, in serving various segments ofthe popula-

tion- and meeting its objectives. One must then ask if the syStem is worse

now and why,and whether its objectives have changek:L

On the demand side, such a study must consider factors such as the

changing demographic and social character of the school Population, and the

reasons why this-has changes , such as through the movement of students to the

. suburbs and to private schools. On therlupply side, it must examine changes

in the nature of the bureaucratic decision-making process, the implications
ti

of decentralization, unionization, affirmative action etc., in addition to

the recent tightness of the budget.

Essentially, then, what is called for is a model, pulling together the

'relationships examined in detail in other studies,'which contains'both demand

and supply systems, and permits them to interact. This is difficult, bec[4e

many of the salient features are difficult to quantify, but the attempt

itself, even if the results are incomplete, would be enlightening.



.Bureaucracy

PartI -- Specific Analyses

It is often argued that bureaucratic rigidities, which inhibit adaptation

to changing circumstances and prevent efficient resource use, plague the New

York school system. The result is that cltput levels, given inputs, are lower

than they might otherwise be. Many research issues arise in this context.

Some are aggregative, in the sense that they relate to the system as a whole;

while others, relating to particular schools or subsets of the school popula-

tion, are more specific. What these issues have in common is a concern with

the decision process within the New York school system and the division of

decision-making authority and responsibilities for service provision that it

implies. In describing these issues, it isIssumed that educational objectives

have been defined and that the overall budget of the school system has been

specified. These assumptions enable us to focus on the problems of managing

the school system.

There is ample evidence that economies of scale in the provision of

public servies are exhausted\t relatively modest levels of provision (Hirsch,

etc.), Our suspicion is that the New York-system too aggregative, with a

resulting separation of responsibility and authority and poor performance, in

terms of (Unman&geablVdisparate) educational 'objectives. The question of

howaggregative a school system a heterogeneous city such as New York should

haveis, therefore, an appropriate subject of research.

One recommendation, recently withdrawn, would have replaced the Board

of Education with a Commissioner, making public education a mayoral agency

(though it would Still have operatedIsubject to guidelines and constraints

established by the Board of Regents). Would this change. (or any alternative

change in the assignment Of high -level responsibilities for system management)

)

14



a
have made any difference, given educational objectives, to the ability of

the system to provide services? Would, it have wade the systeM" even more

susceptible to short-run political interests or to the interests of the

politicalmajority, at the expense of the rest of "e population? Would

this have been good or bad? Would it have simply replaced one bureaucratic

structure with another?

New York seems, in effect, an environment in which special interests,

in ,the name of public interest, turn governance into, a negative sum game. It

is important to think through how the structure of governance in public

education might be re-designed to minimize,this.
0

To many decentralizattori, properly structureg, seems an appropriate

!loute though there has been considerable disappointment with the results of

/past efforts in this direction: How much decentralization shoufd there be

; and how might it be made effective?

At a minimum, several conditions must be met. Pre-set rules and con-
;

straints must be laid down by the central authority. Incentives, perhaps

fiscal, to make these effective (in other words, which bring local and system-.

wide objectives together) must be devised. There must be seribus delegation

of the residual decision-making to the local school boards.

The problem, as indicated earlier, is that a school systeM operating

in a community as diverse as New York must -be capable of satisfying a variety

of interests. Because objectives are heterojeneOus, structural and procedural

heterogeneity seems essential and inevitable. To the extent, hbwever, that

,r
there are educational activities and outcomes that are essential, the allocatior

of resources to.their performance must b centrally mandated. The question

becomes then one of how optimal arrangements can be determined.and put into

effect.

One possibility is this. Permit local school boards, subject to
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aPprbriHate (?) constraints to design their own school systems, (kinder-

-
garten through high school) with an eMphasis appropriate to the local community

they serve. Mandate that each school board permit, say, up'to_twenty percent
,

cross-registration-of in other districts, to be transported

(at their own expense?)4so as to provide options for those with edkational

preferences that differ from the majority of the district., Similarly, establiih

special admissions tracks, in particular, at the upper levels ihat are

operateeby the Central Board, as a safety. valve. Set in motion a procedure

for adjusting budgets and district borders periodically, to reflect success in

meeting general objectives and_the educational demands of constitutents, with L.:

revealed demand (registrption) being,a guide to the dharacter of

adjtistMents made. (This system has many similarities to a voucher system in

that client demand is an important input into the decisionrmaking process).

The object of a proposal such as this (a variety of such alternatives

might-be scrutinized) it to take advantage;of the possibilities inherent in

the-homogeneity of citizen prefei-ences and to experiment with systems geared

to differerit interests and tastes. These would, under the conditions specified,

be placed in effective competition with one another, to sed'which forms turn

out to be more successful.

At a more mundane level, it is important-to identify the impediments to,'

efficiency the public school bureaucracy poses at the service delivery level.

Are such problems worse in New York than elsewhe're? How can the system,

through properly designed incentives, be made more flexible and more pro4uctive?

In a bureaucratic setting, modern theory tells us, a larger budget is

a desideratum (Niskanen). The incentive to seek budget increases (or increases

in allocations from a fixed budget) seems inevitable. The issue is not to

change this, because there is no way to do so, but, through proper specifica-

tion Of goals and'of rewards and penalities, to harness it to performance.



(Clearly, one issue that must be ?xamined is the extent to which union and

civil service regulations limit this.) PEA might consider, for example, a

proposal to let, local districts vote wage supplements (from their budget

allocations) to "good" teachers, measured by pre-set standards. (Set by whom?)

Rules governing the mix of resources used to produce educational services
I.

should be examined in cost-benefit terms. We refer here'tg the division of

the education budget (overall and at the'district and schoo41 levels) between

administrators, teachers and paraprofessionals. Rules governing "excessing"

and "bumping" should be re-examined, to ascertain whether they are consistent

with educational objectives. In this context, estimates of cost, in dollar's

or output levels should prove enlightening.

Within districts, .what sorts of schools (what mix by type of school?)

are best? What mix of schools and programs is best able to sort good and bad

students, and develop a capability for dealing with all groups (separately?)

at the district level? What is the optimal size of administrative units?

What can be done to reconcile the goal of equality in educational opportunity.

.
4 with that ofassyming that individual students develop to the limits of their

capabilities? Presutably, there should be plenty of room for variation in

the New York system.

PEA should rethink the Board of Education procedures. for adaptation to..e4,,'

decline, both in the schOol budget, due to fiscal causes, and becAuse'of decline

I

in the school-age population (which will vary frOm district to district within

the city). Union and civil service rules preclude rational adaptation.

,it must examine ways in which such. impediments might be removed.

B. Unionization

In New York the United Federation of Teachers seems to be a crucial

Thus

factor in public education'. Its'role, in controlling the supply of the,most
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essential input to public education, suggests a variety of*researctiquestions,

both lositive and normative.

What is it that the union Should do?- Does pursuit of its interests and

the'interests of its members coincide with Systems objectives? Conversely,

what' powers does the union have, given the rest of the institutional setting

such as the Board of Education? And what can theBoard of Educn and the

management.Of thee school system and individual schools do, given the union and

its powers?

What are the revealed objectives of the Won? Does it serve-the interests

of-its membership or its leadership, and does it do. this within a Short-run

or a long-run perspectii/e? How can New York City provide the union with

incentives which make it in)the union's interest to increase satisfaction,

within the community, the school system? What perspective does the union

bring to bear on prodUctivity, issues, and on such crucial factors as curriculum

change and the sorting and-tracking of Students? Does the union function as

a significant constraint on change? What will It and whatlwon't it accept?

To what dew4e.are the constraints'it imposes (or seems to impose) binding?

Has this changed in'light of the fiscal crisis?

How does the union interact with the Board of Education and the other

interest groups that play a.role in determining the nature of the public

education system? Would it accept disaggregation and decentralization (inn

what forms?) if it is thought they will improve educational, performance?

In this connection, for example, should teacher tenure be system-wide? What

rNere the effect's of non-wage factors in the union contract on the flexibility

of the public education system and its ability to adapt to changing circum-

stances? Does the union, as some allege, make impossible. (or significantly

hinder) #dministrative change in management of the system?

If there were an increase in the budget of the. Board of Education.(from

1E3
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internal sources or external-aid how much of it, would be dissipated.in.salary

increases and additional pension costs? Would suchsit-ncreases in cost be,
r

warranted by prior inequities or current increases. in productivity?

. City - suburb Interactions

School finance, in particular, whether local.] re lance on the property

tax gives rise to intolerable interjurisdictional equalities in educational

opportunity, has been in the forefront of constit tional discussion during

the past decade. In addition, of course, to the questions that have arisen in

this discussion,(as in the Serrano and Rodrigue cases), a number of important

questions, centering on the Tiebout hypothesis (which suggests that residential

location decisions respond to expenditure.bve its and tax burdens),' arise

in connection with the delivery of public edu ation in New York City and its

metropolitan area Migrationin response to fiscal incentives (on the tax

side_or in perceptions of educational benefi s associated with tax payments),

may not only affect the ability of the city o finance its public education

system, but alter the production function in public education.

There should be a careful assessment (r trospective and prospective) of .

the relationship between the public school s tting (the quality of service:

delivered and the environment in which-it is 'elivered) and the inter-

jurisdictional (as well as, say, inter- boroug ) movement of households (and

firms?). Comparisons of quality of service re eived and costs should be made

explicit. An effort should.be made to pin dow how these effects differ with

position of the household in the income distrib tion.

In.addition to such studies of the implica ions of interjurisdictional

differentials for the demand for public educ tio their implications for

its supply mustbe examined. What factors, for e ample, lead teachers to

prefer suburban employment?
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'Research should be directed to the prospects of voluntary'cross-

Jurisdictional,re§istratibn of city students in subUrban schools.' In other

wor4,'wouid.it be deslrable 'to convince the suburbs to accept NYC stlAidnts

(in -rettirh fbr :payments of some sort)? Would it be practicable? Is this a

reasonable alternative for minority stuclots who cannot find suitable. "tracks"

-in the -City school system? What has the experience in Massachusetts and

Connecticut taught us about voluntary programs?

A cross-section comparison of the problems faced by New York-with those

confronted byT other, albeit smaller but likewise 6terogeneous, cities in its

metropolitan area would be illuminating. Adjustments would have to be made

for differences in ,the ecdnomic setting, demographic and racial composition,

etc., so as to isolate the causeSof the problems that seem most acute in New

York.

D.ContractingOutfor.Service Delivery
.

Supply arrangements that make more use of market sources (or market

mechanisms)"to meet both oegular and special demands for educational resources

are one, possible way-or-increasing efficiency in the provision
;1
of educattonal

.

services. There is an ample literature dealing with this subjeLt, with

relationto the educational area and to other public services. gtudies under-
,

taken in this context must sort out what the real constraints are, e.g.,,

commitments implfcit in.the union contract.

Examine a variety of voucher plans--with different eligibility criteria

and terms of Payment. Vouchers could, for example, be used for a parallel

systbstlof private or public alternative schools, both for the "typical"

i. student or for students who warrant enrollment in special education programs. N
Examine more limited plans, under which the public sector,contracts out

for the production of certain (which?) educational services, while remaining



retponsible for their provision. In other wcas,,the financing is out of

taxation and.the allocation decisions-are made, in the final instance, by

the school system rather than :6aAletS. Here, again, special education, for
"

gifted oi handicariped, physically or emotionally, see candidate area.

Trade--7Sthbois are another..

Study contracting- out, of those" non-educational services that seem 'to

have been partiocular trouble spots for the New York school system, such as

provision of school lunches and transportation to and from school for all or
S.

certain' subsets of the sohool population, custodial services, and thocurchase

., E. Racial , Ethnic and Social Balance

r`

Materials describing the Office-of Civil Rights complaints against the

New York school system suggest that the validity of the criteria used by
A

OCR in claiming discrimination on grounds of race and sex should be carefully

reviewed. 'It is simply not demonstrated that differences in teacher assign-

ment, equipment quality,-student suspensions, qtc. used as the basis of'.

discrimination claims do not reflect other, legitimate (though doubtless

regrettable) factors. It is necessary to, determine, what attitudes are and

whether it is class, race or ethnic identity that seems important. This-

must be pinned down to understand what should be dne and the interface of
.4.

the residential location and discrimination 'issues. Clotfelter's study;

prepared for the CUE conference in May,.is quite relevant. What is the

relationship of these issues to special education and tracking, which seem
t

one of the keys to getting more high-quality educational output out of the

system? This relates directly to the preSiiousdiscussion about understanding

the educational production process.,

What are the implications of racial and ethnic considerations' for the

21
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proper restrKt uring of the educational system in New York City? This isia

very general question, but one,which requires quite,speci fic,answers, which

must take account of the diva-sity of relevant interests'46d the.dynami.cs.of

'the Tiebouf process (vis-a-vis the-shift from public to private schools as '-

well asresidential location) as well as the standard "equity" considerations.

F. Hiring', Teacher. Supply,--apd Quality

The importance of developing a better undtrstanding of the educational

process is clearly evident when one considers'hiring and plaCement policies.

What has been the effect of.affinmative action hiring on the composition of

the stock of teachers (and administrators)? On quality? On ability to relate

to students? , Dp the Office of Civil4Rights charges hold up 'Ander critical

analytic scrutiny?

How can the quality of teaching be jud9ed in so disparate a system? To

What extent do "the difficulties of teaching in this system (absenteeism,
c

.

discipline problems', etc.) distort the relationship between tealching potential
, 4

and teaching success? Should the examination used-by the New York City. School

system in its ranking procedures be abandoned or laced with some other

criterion or set of criteria, quantitative anWorial itative? To the teacher

assignment procedures properly match teachers with students?

How significant a factor in the budget are pension costs. What effects

would changes in-pension provisions have on the supply and quali y of

teachers and teaching?

G. Legal Constraints

One area, in which we unfortunately ha *e little expertise but which

seems important, is the influence of legal constraints on the operation of
.

the, school system. Clearly the 'sChOol system is not entirely free to operate"'

in any way it wishes to. For example, certain placement rules for teachers

2



'may violate the contract. Moreover, Federal, state and local statutes may

/// prohibit certain actions/4- For example, the requ4rements of the handicapped

law yrediude,ceriain operations and mandate others. Also, the state teacher

tenure .laws 'place restrictions onhiring and firing policies.

Several iiipottant analytical efforts are called for in this area. First,'

an attempt should be made to compile the relevent laws (federal and state)

which impose restrictions on the eduCktional 'process. ,More importantly,-10 e,

effortshould be made to understand t effects of any such restrictions..

Again, this analysis assumes that we alieady know a.lAir amount about the

production process. Given that, the same techniqu6s discussed in lOrtinal

and placement could be used ,to the cost of various laws. This

1

would provide considerableliiformation for the consideration of,recommendations

to Change existing statutes Or operating .rules.

1

Part III -- Some Conclusions

The main thrust of this research agenda is the necessity for basing

policy proposals upon a better understanding of the operation of the school

system. There is a tendency to focus on the,"fjscal squeeze" or related issues

and label them as the "economic" issues, However, this is probably inappro-

priate. The problem of,a shortage of f ln the shOrt run is probably not
4

nearly as important as-the use of currently available funds. Nevertheless,

analyzing the current Usage of funds is difficult because our understanding

4

of the educational impacts of
,

altering this usage is very rudimentary.

In !rainy ways the NeW/York schools stem is unique. The size, complexity,

and heterogeneity of the system is qUi e different from most other school

systems. However, at the same time, much analysis has gone into the form.

of education production relation hips, the operation. of markets for teachers,

the effects of alternative i nceni ive systems, and so forth. One area which



might have a large pay-6ff for the PEA

research material-. Many

1

.of the policy
)

.the,PEA;haVe been ApaTyied preViously,

would be the syntheSis of relevant,

areas which. occupy' the.attentfonHOf-.

albeit in different;:systems and dtf.,

ferentfnvironments. This work can be a great help in developing-and
. 4,

supporting policy sugestions.

A crucial element in implementing
policy proposals is'the development

of supporting evidence about the likely effects of a given policy,. Part of"
the task in developing this suppontihg evidence i simplylxing:precise about
the policies and the desired outcomes. In the course of setting.the backdrop
for. ProPosals he available and needed information 4comes much clearer.

A major part of the discussion here has been providing a way of organizing- -1

and structuring the important issues in developing policy proposals. Clearly
some of the inescapable issues are ones for `Which littl information 'is
currently available. These would 'be areas where the PEA might consider sponsoring
research efforts. Other issues, however, are .currently fairly +11 researched
and understobd. Unfortunately, the results of this research are often not After

a4,

particularly useful form for policy makers. In such cases, the PEA might

consider providing ininterface between research and polky. This latter
area promise; to be one of high immediate pay-off for the PEA.

.
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